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Why the Church of Christ?
DEAR EDITOR OF MISSION:

Reflecting on the letter from a reader entitled "Why Do They
Believe?" (September, 1972), and the well-written replies, I was
struck by the fact that this is not the problem for many of our
people today. There are many who believe in God and have a
personal commitment to Jesus Christ, but the church as it exists
today seems entirely irrelevant for them.
Not long ago I was in a group of some twenty-five young men
who were well-educated, most of them having advanced degrees
in religious studies. Most of them grew up in the Church of Christ
and have had a commitment to it. Yet, the large majority of
these concerned and very able young men felt that there was no
place-no future for them-in the mainline Churches of Christ.
It isn't that these men have lost their faith; they are earnest believers and have spent a major portion of their lives studying the
Bible and related subjects. Nor are they out of sympathy with
the concept of the church as a vehicle for the expression of
their faith and worship. I suppose the short story "No Tears for
Absolom" (August, 1968) , tells something of their experience.
They feel they have been roughed-up, if not rejected, by the
mainline Churches of Christ. And for what? For being honest.
Not for rejecting the biblical faith but for seeking openly and
honestly to understand the Bible and for seeking a ministry which
will allow them to give expression to their faith in the context
of modern society and its problems.
Still, they see that not all who have been along their same road
feel as they do. What is the difference? Why do some leave
the Churches of Christ while others stay? Is there a message
for the young men I have described? Is there a message for the
churches? Could some of your writers respond?
A

READER

Dallas, Texas
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D

EAR READER:

Every person has a story to tell. And all stories of the living are
ongoing because they are made up of human experience.
Those of us who are Christians cannot tell our story without
reference to Jesus Christ, the Bible, the history of the church,
and the living church of our own experience.
You have been very perceptive in recognizing the place and
importance of experience in the odyssey of faith. You have recognized that all individuals have unique personalities and that their
lives are made up of different experiences. The same is true, of
course, of churches. You have seen that equally honest, intelligent
and committed Christian men can come to different conclusions
and will shape their lives and ministries in different ways. There
are many who, even in this age of "enlightenment," have not
recognized this.
One of the goals of MISSION is to examine the problems which
we face as those problems really are. Until we look at reality, we
cannot live in reality.
Why do some leave the Churches of Christ while others stay?
Is there a message for young men and women who seek a fulfilling
ministry which is faithful to the gospel? Is there a message for the
churches who desire to be faithful to the gospel?
I have asked two sensitive and intelligent men to respond to
your questions from their own experience and thoughts on the
matter. Within the crucible of life they have made different choices,
and out of their own experiences they very honestly share their
reflections.
Thomas Olbricht is professor of Biblical Theology at Abilene
Christian College, Abilene, Texas. He received a B.S. from Northern Illinois University, an M.A. and Ph.D. from the University
of Iowa, and the S.T.B. from Harvard Divinity School.
Wayne Willis is a minister for the Presbyterian Church in
Marianna, Arkansas. He received a B.A. in Greek and an M.A. in
church history from Abilene Christian College and a B.D. at
Vanderbilt.
I trust their reflections will help us all in our attempts to
understand the current situation in the churches today. Your letter
and their replies might encourage others to share their perspectives
on this issue.
T HE EDITOR
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IS THERE A MESSAGE?

THOMAS OLBRICHT

Consider again the message
of the crucified Christ. Then
examine the meaning and
purpose of Christian ministry.

yES, THERE IS A MESSAGE! There is a
message to the churches! There is a message
to young men who would be servants of
the churches! That message is "For I decided to know nothing among you except
Jesus Christ and him crucified."
It is no secret that a whole generation
born between 1930 and 1950 has become
Church of Christ drop-outs. Visit churches
in St. Louis, in Houston, in Nashville and
you won't see them. Oh, there are some, but
they aren't the bright, the creative, the ones
who at one time showed such commitment
that they seemed to be the future of the
church. But then this is not just a Church
of Christ problem. It happened in the
Church of the Nazarene somewhat earlier.
It is happening to the Missouri Synod Lutherans. It is happening in the Lutheran
church in Germany. It is happening to the
Episcopalians in Australia. And it happened
before. It has struck me, in reading contemporary accounts of the early movement
out of which Churches of Christ come, how
many of the first and second generation
MISSION

preachers excused themselves for service in
other religious groups. (These details don't
make very good public relations and we
often retell our own history for public relation purposes) .

why the mass exodus?
So why this mass exodus in 1973? Those
who ask this question have an axe to grind.
The question rightly put is who is to blame?
Those who like the church as it is, or better
yet, as it was in 1938, have a ready answer.
All these people who leave the church are
liberals and modernists and have been educated in atheistic northern universities. The
church is better off if all those fast talking,
theologian quoting, long hairs leave. The
fault is all theirs. If they would accept the
church as it is they could stay. But they
want to change it.
Then there is the other response. The
under-forty crowd claims that the lost generation is because of the church itself. The
leadership of the church is not interested
(357) 5

in Jesus Christ, but in church politics.
Elders and preachers are not interested in
the right understanding of the Bible, but in
the 1930's Church of Christ understanding.
If one really preaches what he understands
the scriptures to teach he will not be tolerated. His only recourse is to face outward
from the Churches of Christ.
Anyone seeking to find facts to place the
blame for historical developments can find
them. Someone who doesn't like Harry
Truman can establish with facts and reasons

Anyone seeking to find .facts
to place the blame
for historical developm.ents

ment, my response almost was, "What's the
use." I have had my ears hammered soundless by church leaders and exiting Christians wanting to place blame. I have listened,
then I have talked. I am not sure that what
I said ever got out of the sound waves into
lives. It may well be that what I have said
made no valid point. I would even concede
that. Why after all should anyone listen to
me and behave accordingly? I can't even
begin to count those who have made their
way to my office with the same outlook of
this letter. I have spoken to at least a dozen
groups of the same sort and have talked
with certain individuals at length afterwards.
I receive letters from preachers denouncing
the young liberals. They talk to me at lectureships. Relatives write me. When I visit
churches as a speaker or a non-speaker,
young men and women are denounced for
their modernistic ways. What can I say? It
is so much like a broken record that I don't
even listen to myself anymore.

can find them.
self justification . . .
that he started America down the path to
destruction. Another scholar with equally
good facts can establish that Harry Truman
pointed America down the path to creative
world leadership. Establishing blame sometimes serves a purpose which is constructive for those who wish to move in more
viable directions. More often than not,
however, those wishing to establish blame
are mainly concerned with self justification.
Churches from which capable leaders depart
blame liberalism so that they themselves are
off the hook. Those who depart blame the
backward, rigid churches and leaders so
they have some sort of answer for friends
and relatives and a cleaner self-image.
Why have I said all this? Because this
is the context in which whatever is said
is said. Because of this context I really
despair saying anything. It is really much
like speaking into a dead microphone.
When MISSION asked me to write this state6 (358)

I have concluded that most people are going

to do what they are going to do regardless
·of what I say. That is no doubt the way
it should be. I plan to do what I intend
to do regardless of others. People who come
to me, a~d likely those who wrote this
letter, are not interested in what I think they
·should do. What they are really interested
in is finding out from me if I have some
observations or arguments which support
them in what they already intend to do.
The answer is yes, I can add data to those
seeking self justification for the current
Churches of Christ. I can supply historical
and individual data to show that those who
leave the church have been trained in liberal
theology and have c:dopted hippy manners.
Then, for those who want me to rake the
church~s over the coals for traditionalism,
for petty politics, for self-adulation, I can
JUNE, 1973

add plenty of support. Then they can leave
the church and go their own way feeling
in self-righteousness that they have a just
cause. But what good does it do? Who is
helped? All that happens is that biases are
confirmed.
So the question is asked, why do some
leave and some stay? The most direct and
simple answer is because those who stay
have decided to stay and those who leave
have decided to leave. Paul stayed in the
church of Christ because he decided to
stay. He had plenty of reasons to leave
if he had desired. The pillars of the church
looked at him with suspicion because he
didn't grow up in the brotherhood. A number
in the Jerusalem church were racists. Paul
had to preach for small churches which he
started himself. The leaders in Jerusalem
were too scared to let him talk to the large
crowds there, and they didn't really like
him that well anyway. He was a bit too
theological, difficult to understand, and nontraditional. He simply didn't sound like a
good Church of Christ (Palestinian)
preacher. Paul had better reasons for leaving than most under-forty types these days.
But he stayed. Why? Because he wanted to.
Then there was Demas who left. We don't
know all of his reasons. In fact, we know
very little about Demas. Paul said he left
because he was in love with this world.
Some leave now for that reason. Some leave
because they consider those in the Churches
of Christ in love with this world. But regardless, they leave because they want to.
The reasons for leaving or staying are
essentially self-justification for one's present
situation. If one is intent upon leaving why
should he want to know why I am staying?
He prefers to hear from me all the seamy
side, and I can tell plenty, so he will feel
good about his new path.
So what can I say? I find it no longer
useful to confess the weaknesses of young
liberals or of stodgy churches. There are
plenty. But why add fuel to what smolders
MISSION

or blazes and merely consumes. So I have
one message to churches and those who
would leave. Keep the crucified Christ before you.

centrality of the cross .
If the church will give way to the centrality

of the cross it will find a place for those
who do not like tradition, but who like
Jesus Christ. With the cross at the center,
the church will not run scared of preachers
who would be bishops. With the cross
at the center, the length of hair or the way
of speaking will not matter. What will matter will be whether a life responds to the
cross by serving in the same way in which
Jesus Christ served. Some will still leave,
but at least, it will not be because they
had no opportunity to live out the implications of the crucified Lord in their own
way.
To those who would leave I can only
say that if it is the cross to which you are
committed you will find ways of bringing
it into the life of the church just as Paul
did. It may mean that you will need to
start a new congregation. We used to do
that twenty years ago. Why not now?
It is true, you won't be welcome in all
Churches of Christ. Then neither was Paul.
But there are some where you will be
welcome. Why leave because of all the
places that may turn their back? Plenty
turned their back on Jesus. That's why
the cross. That's what to know nothing
except Jesus Christ and him crucified is
all about. If you don't wish to commence
a new congregation, jump into an old one
with the spirit of love and humility and
lead people quietly in the way of Jesus
Christ. That too is the way of the cross.
Have I said anything? I don't know. But
then it's all I have to say. "I decided to
know nothing among you except Jesus
Ill
Christ and him crucified."
(359) 7

Sectarianism

Denominationalism

THE PLIGHT
of the

CHURCH OF CHRIST LIBERAL
WAYNE WILLIS

"Imagine .... It isn't hard to do."

1

PRETEND FOR THE MOMENT that you are,
let us say, a Jehovah's witness. Or a Mormon. Or a member of some other sect. Not
by choice, but by birth. Set apart, as it
were, from the womb for a sectarian destiny.
But as persons sometimes do, you have
grown, and in the course of your maturing
you have become uncomfortable in the religion of your inheritance. You have serious
intellectual difficulties with the Watch Tower Movement (or the book of Mormon,
as the case may be). Your religion's exclusivism, the pride and security of all
sectarian movements, has become offensive
and embarrassing to you. You are uneasy
2

about the prospect of being labeled for the
rest of your life as a member of a religious
group whose narrowness and exclusivism
you now loathe. You know you can never
again in good conscience parrot the party
phrases and slogans and precepts that you
once innocently received and joyfully espoused. You are feeling increasingly lonely.
Like a spiritual orphan.

'If I drink oblivion of a day, so
3
shorten I the stature of my soul."
All sectarian groups, whether Mormon,
Jehovah's Witness, Church of Christ, "Hard
Shell" Baptist, or any other, contain in their
ranks "liberals" who have at least inwardly

1

Lyric from a John Lennon song, "Imagine."
1 will be using the term "sect" in this paper as a sociological designation for a religious group that
sees itself as God's exclusive group. A "sect" is thus distinguished from a "denomination" in that a denomination is content to be one movement among others. For this sociological distinction, see Liston
Pope, Millhands and Preachers: A Study of Gastonia (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1942); Bryan
R. Wilson, "An Analysis of Sect Development," American Sociological Review, XXIV, (February,
1959), 3-15; Peter Berger, "The Sociological Study of Sectarianism," Social Research, XVI, 4 (Winter, 1954), 478.
3
George Merideth, Modern Love, XII.
2

8 (360)
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disavowed the intolerance they were
taught. A liberal generally tends to work
out his salvation in one of five ways.
1. He stays in the sect and works for
its reformation. He sees his calling in terms
of speeding up the sect-to-denomination
process. 4 He offers himself as a prophetic
voice in the wilderness, a missionary to his
unenlightened brothers.
2. He gets out. His rearing conditioned
him to believe that once one leaves God's
only authentic group, "there is no stoppin&
place." His indoctrination included t.he
warning that one might as well be an
atheist as anything other than a Mormon
(or Jehovah's Witness or Church of Christ
or whatever). He has found the theological
foundations of his sect untenable and its
exclusivism repulsive. But he knows of no
place to go. So he drops out.
3. He keeps quiet. Bankrupt as the system may have become to him, there's certain security derived from familiarity. So he
continues to go through the motions. He
continues to attend, pass the emblems, lead
prayer, teach a class, or whatever constitutes discipleship in the sect. But he does
it all with tongue in cheek. He needs the
security that the church which nurtured
him provides, so he keeps his mouth shut
and doesn't make waves. He fears jeopardizing the stability the authoritarian structure affords him. So he lives a lie.

4. He searches out a progressive congregation of his sect, if one is available, and
awaits there his sect's evolution to denominational status. There he can be his liberal
self, censoring the backwardness of his sectarian brothers and celebrating his own
enlightenment, with impunity.
5. He chooses a denomination whose
emphases are more compatible with his
own, a denomination that affords him the
freedom to be openly true to the gospel as
he interprets it.

" ... Change is the nursery
5
of musicke, joy, life, and eternity .''
My spiritual pilgrimage has not been essentially different from that of many who are
today still in the Church of Christ. 6 The
final decision I made as a member of the
Church of Christ, however, to leave the
Church of Christ and fulfill my ministry
within the Presbyterian Church, is a bit
more rare.
My childhood was of the strict and
straight Church of Christ variety. As a
teenager, I was the moral and doctrinal
exemplar of Church of Christ orthodoxy.
I memorized all the scriptures that are
important to the Church of Christ. I mesmerized myself with the Church of Christ
doctrines and vigorously defended "the

4
Most religious movements have a sectarian beginning. Over several generations, after the children's
children of the sect's founders have become educated, propertied, and socially respectable, the sect assumes denominational status. See H. Richard Niebuhr, The Social Sources of Denominationalism
(New York: Holt, 1929); Oliver R. Whitley, "The Sect to Denomination Process in an American Religious Movement: The Disciples of Christ," South western Social Science Quarterly, XXXVI (December, 1955), 275-282; Benton Johnson, "A Critical Appraisal of Church-Sect Typology," American Sociological Review, XXII (February, 1957), 88-92.

5

Donne, Elegie, III.

6

"The Church of Christ," like any group, is not monolithic. For this reason, it is hard to generalize
and impossible to stereotype. But I think one would be hard put to deny ·that Texas' Firm Foundation
and Nashville's Gospel Advocate stand in the mainstream of the Church of Christ today. An old friend
once pushed me on this point: "When you refer to the Church of Christ," he said, "What you speak
of sounds like something out of the Firm Foundation and Gospel Advocate, which is not a fair picture. Only a part of the Church of Christ is still like that." In my last correspondence with this person, he was living in one of the largest cities in the south, a Church of Christ center, and complained
that as of yet he had not been able to find a tolerable Church of Christ there!
MISSION
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Lord's Church." I was proud of my religion.
I was conscientious and zealous.
I chose to go to a · Church of Christ
college because of my affection for the
Church of Christ doctrines. I majored in
Greek and was academically successful and
sufficiently sound in the doctrines to be
awarded the one graduate assistantship in
Bible at the end of my senior year. After
earning the B.A. in Greek, I did a Master's
degree in church history there, followed by
a B.D. at Vanderbilt and a one-year internship in Clinical Pastoral Education at the
Memphis Institute of Medicine and Religion. At that point, in 1970, I decided to
terminate my relationship with the Church
of Christ. I accepted a position as minister
for the Presbyterian Church in Marianna,
Arkansas.
The first doubt I recall having about
the Church of Christ system came about my
second year in college. My roommate, a
ministerial student, suggested to me that
the Church of Christ position on instrumental music was weak. I resisted the implication that the system in which I implicitly
trusted was imperfect. But the seed had
been planted, and beginning about that time
I found myself weighing instead of swallowing what professors and ministers offered
me.
My "lover's quarrel" with my heritage
was on. I was being bothered more and
more by the restoration principle's inconsistency. The first time I can recall confessing to myself that I had been duped,
that the Church of Christ had no right
to look self-righteously down on the rest
of Christendom, was in the summer of 1966.
I had just finished doing my Master's degree. I had looked with great anticipation
to the appearance of two definitive articles
on restorationism in Restoration Quarterly,
one by Dr. Thomas Olbricht and the other

by Dr. Roy Bowen Ward. One was billed
to be the best case for restorationism as
a way of doing theology. The other was to
be an erudite defense of the New Testament
canon. If the case for the canon is weak,
the Church of Christ "patterns" approach
to the New Testament is weak. If no consistent method for choosing which New Testament patterns are to be restored and
which ignored can be found, Church of
Christ exclusivism has no foundation. Both
articles fell far short of the apologetic for
restorationism I had awaited. From then on
the Church of Christ system would no
longer have a distinctive edge on the denominations for me. It would henceforth
be more or less in the same league with
the rest of Christendom.
For the next three years I chose the
liberal's 7 option number one. I preached on
weekends, having as my mission the leading
of my congregation away from sectarianism
to a more charitable stance. My last year
in the Church of Christ was spent in option
number four. I quit preaching and became
an active member of the most liberal
Church of Christ in a large southern city.
There we did such progressive things as
use a printed order of worship, dedicate
babies, and pledge. In this exceptional congregation, Church of Christ sophisticates
could revel in their liberalism and relish
the suspicion with which other Churches
of Christ in the city viewed them. But there
were still the regular sermons ordered by
the elders against instrumental music and
for the Church of Christ hobbies, the same
summons from the pulpit to proselyte the
denominational lost, and the same manipulation of scripture to prove the party doctrines.
Why should I give the rest of my life,
I was asking, to a sect whose inflated
estimation of .itself I did not believe to be

7
By "Church of Christ liberal," I mean the member of the Church of Christ today who: (1) Accepts
the inconsistency, fallibility, and inadvisability of restorationism as a theological method and (2) rejects Church of Christ exclusivism, believing that the Church of Christ has no comer on traffic with
divinity.

10 (362)
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substantiated by the facts? Need I live
my life identified with a sect whose name
to society at large signifies spiritual snobbery and self-righteousness and whose fundamental assumptions about itself I did
not believe to be true?

"If my devils are to leave me,
I am afraid my angels will take
flight as well.''
8

Bear in mind that I write not as one who
has rejected Christianity, but as one who
has replaced a sectarian interpretation of
Christianity with a denominational one.
I have a number of friends who left the
Church of Christ ministry and today have
absolutely no relationship to any form of
organized Christianity. Option number two
is their prerogative and I, for one, can understand that decision. I, however, have
chosen to be a Christian within institutional
Christianity, and that decision has proved
to be the right one for me.
My faith? Very simple. I believe in God.
I believe that he is fully revealed in Jesus
Christ. I believe that God's nature and will
for man are declared in the Bible. Obedience to God, the Bible emphasizes, is
summed up in the terms justice, love, faith,
hope, joy, and such like (see Micah 6:6-8;
Matthew 22:37-40; Galatians 5:22-23;
1 Corinthians 13: 13). And all of God's
requirements, according to Jesus and Paul,
can be capsuled in only one word-agape
(see Matthew 22: 3 7-40; Romans 13: 10).
I chose the Presbyterian Church not
necessarily because I believe it is superior
to all other Christian churches. It makes no
such claim for itself. It claims only to be
one small part of Christ's body. It has institutional problems, doctrinal oddities, and
cantankerous members, just as do the Mormons, the Church of Christ, and all other
8

groups. But it does not make the audacious
claim to be God's one and only group,
as does the Church of Christ. Contrariwise,
it protects diversity in its ranks, guaranteeing every member the freedom to be true
to his own conscience as he interprets the
gospel. I simply prefer to follow the gospel
(as I see it) in the context of a mainline
denomination instead of in a sect whose
claims to superiority I feel are unfounded.
There are three fundamental differences
that I have with the Church of Christ rendition of Christianity.

I
The Blueprint View of the Bible. The
Church of Christ movement is not the first
effort in church history to "restore" New
Testament Christianity. Scores of sincere
groups through the ages have "gone back to
the Bible," but each one has read the blueprint differently. The Church of Christ
claim to unite all Christians by just "speaking where the Bible speaks" is exposed as
an unworkable proposition by the existence
of twenty-odd factions within the Church
of Christ brotherhood who interpret the
blueprint differently (one cuppers, anti-orphanhomers, anti-classers, premillennialists,
to name a few) . Add to these factions the
doctrinal issues debated today in the church
papers, such as tongue-speaking and social
involvement, and one gets the feeling that
scriptures are being manufactured to fit
a priori positions. Human nature and the
nature of the biblical materials simply will
not permit uniformity of interpretation.
If God had wanted to give mankind a
blueprint, surely he could have given details
that would be unmistakably clear to all.
Surely he could have been plainly, unequivocally exact, if a perfect blueprint had been
his intention. It is a mockery of a self-revealing God to say that he, wanting to give
his people a perfectly clear pattern, chopped

Rainer Maria Rilke, on withdrawing from psychotherapy after learning its intent.

MISSION
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It is a mockery of a self revealing God
to say that he, wanting to give his people
a perfectly clear pattern, chopped and scattered
his will into tiny bits and pieces
that require an archeological kind of expertise
to sift through and uncover and restore.

and scattered his will into tiny bits and
pieces that require an archaeological kind
of expertise to sift through and uncover and
restore.
How inconsistently those who want to
make the Bible into a buleprint read the
blueprint! The Church of Christ is quite
selective, restoring what it decides is important and casually dismissing as "custom"
what seems too primitive. For example,
Jesus taught his disciples to wash each
other's feet as a sign of their willingness to
serve (John 13:14, 15). Are there no
dirty, smelly feet today? Why disregard
this "approved apostolic example" and
commandment of Jesus? Women are commanded to wear veils in worship to signify
women's subordination to men ( 1 Corinthians 11 : 3-15) . Women are commanded not
to wear elaborate hair styles or expensive
clothes or jewelry to church ( 1 Timothy
2: 9). Some religious groups honor this
apostolic command, but the Church of
Christ considers it optionaJ or out of style
or unimportant.
Another approved apostolic example is
that of elders visiting in the homes of the
sick, anointing them with medicinal oil and
praying over them (James 5: 14). Does any
Church of Christ today do this? The commanded Christian greeting is a kiss (Romans 16: 16) . The Church of Christ
maintains that it is appropriate in this case
to substitute a handshake today. This substitution principle is precisely what the
Church of Christ abhors when practiced
12 (364)

by other religious groups. If the Church
of Christ is to be taken seriously when it
speaks of "the New Testament patterns,"
it must desert its fine church buildings and
meet in the homes of its members or in
public facilities. Which elder or minister
will be the first to advocate such a return
to the old paths?

How does one delicately carve
between first century custom and
once-for-all doctrine?
There is no consistent way.
What I see now when I read the New Testament is a record of how the early Christians
spontaneously reacted to the Christ-event.
One of their first church functions was to
sell what they had and contribute it to a
common fund. This was not done to establish a binding pattern on Christians forever
more. It was a spontaneous expression of
Christian faith and love. The earliest
Christians sang praises to God, not to comply with the orders of a new system, but
as their natural response to God's grace.
They didn't have to be commanded to worship. They "naturally" prayed and worshipped. Different apostles and spiritual
leaders authored letters to churches and
biographies of Jesus, not to compose a
new testament, but to speak to particular
situations of that day. All of these actions,
instead of being cold obedience to arbitrary
commandments, were the natural, warm,
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loving, spontaneous responses of lives that
had been made new in Christ.
The apostles and prophets gave encouragement and divine guidance to the
emerging, evolving, becoming covenant
community. The spirit of God worked
through those early disciples to help them
meet the needs of the day, as he continues
to do in every age.
As the years went by and the charter
members of the faith died, the spontaneity
of the original movement gave way to a
concern for doctrinal rightness and orthodoxy; in short, a concern for canon. This
new direction was good and necessary if
the record of Christian beginnings -the
norm for Christian faith-was to be preserved with integrity. It was bad because
a living faith was beginning to be supplanted
by scholastic, institutional interests.
What the Church of Christ says about
the holy kiss and the veil is true of the
entire system referred to as "New Testament Christianity." It was fluid, experimental, suited to the situation at hand.
The early Christian church answered conditions and spoke to needs altogether
unique to that generation. The cultural
forms into which Christianity was poured,
whether the holy kiss or footwashing or
ceremonial washings in water or the house
church or communion in the context of a
larger meal, were all fitting but incidental
accommodations to the Good News of
Jesus Christ. These cultural expressions
were never intended to be "perpetually
binding" on the Christian community. They
were merely first-century forms "baptized"
into the service of Christ and infused with
Christian meaning. Only the theological
truth underneath the holy kiss or the Sunday collection-the meaning or significance
enshrined in the form-is eternally important. Any attempt to revive or restore the
first church's singular expression of obedience to Christ misses the point and is impossible.
To ask the question, "Which church
today most closely approximates the firstMISSION

century church?" is irrelevant. We do not
live in that cultural situation where the
friendly salutation was a kiss, where Christian ministers sometimes took Jewish oaths
(Acts 21 ), where washings in water symbolized cleansing for religious initiates, and
where women were considered vastly inferior to men, to name a few. Any of
the customs adapted by the early church
may or may not be fitting today. The people
of God are not expected in every age to
restore the cultural incidentals that the first
Christians appropriated as they worked out
their faith.
Every generation of Christians, indeed
every Christian, has the responsibility of
discerning and restoring the essence of
Christianity as he sees it. To a Lutheran,
that might mean the experience of justification by faith. To a Pentecostal Christian,
the essence may be pneumatic manifestations. To a Presbyterian, the essence may
be perceived to be the recognition of God's
sovereignty. For me, one individual in one
segment of Christendom, it means essentially three things: trust in God, acceptance
of myself through the grace of Christ, and
love for neighbor. Others can identify the
weightier matters of Christian faith elsewhere. That is every person's privilege and
responsibility.
II

The Legalism Implicit in Regarding the
Bible as a Blueprint. The Bible, when
viewed as a blueprint, inevitably becomes
a legal handbook, a code of laws. A major
concern of Jesus' ministry (and subsequently Paul's) was the liberation of religious people from legalism. The sect of
the Pharisees, in particular, had translated
God's covenant with Israel into an intricate
system of endless regulations. Their spiritual
pride was derived from the laborious attention they gave to the code.
The Church of Christ is to Christianity
today what the Pharisees were to first-cen(365) 13

tury Judaism. Doctrinal rightness, in the
Church of Christ scale of importance,
weighs far more heavily than character or
spirituality. A member can be full of selfishness, self-righteousness, gossip, and greed,
but if he is sound on the doctrines that
are important to the Church of Christ and
attends church regularly, he is still a member in good standing. Doctrinal "error,"
however, will not be treated so lightly. In its
zeal for keeping the New Testament externals, Churches of Christ strain out the
gnat and swallow the camel and thus fill
the role of the twentieth-century experts on
religious law.

III
The Ghetto Mentality. Christian education,
as it is generally practiced in Church of
Christ congregations and colleges, attempts
to isolate its members from exposure to
the world of other people and ideas, indoctrinate sect members with the party
doctrines, and belittle and ridicule opposing viewpoints. Church of Christ colleges,
at least in my recent experience, carefully
try to protect the student from influences
that might broaden his mind. Why is it
that the administration of Church of Christ
colleges will not let representatives of other
religious persuasions enter the antiseptic,
monastic environment of the Church of
Christ college and in person defend their
own positions? How many times I heard
"straw men" set up and then knocked down
by ministers and professors. When a denominational doctrine was being discussed,
the "false doctrine" was always role-played
by a Church of Christ teacher or minister.
Never once was a proponent of a nonChurch of Christ doctrine allowed inside
the oyster world to present his views.
If a school is really in search of truth
rather than bent on protecting traditions
9

and party dogma, if it is confident that what
it teaches is truth, if it is really open to all
truth and ready to follow it wherever it
leads (which is the definition of education,
whether Christian or secular), then it follows that exposure to opposing viewpoints
would be more than appropriate. What could
there possibly be to fear? But a sectarian
school is committed first and finally to
indoctrination. An open, honest exchange
with another point of view might distort the
truth for those who are not sound on the
doctrines. Truth must be specially processed before served.

"In the world to come, I will not
be asked, 'Why were you not
Moses?' I shall be asked, 'Why
were you not Zusya?' "
9

"There's no place to go." So goes the
apology commonly offered by Church of
Christ liberals who find themselves substantially out of accord with the Church
of Christ kind of Christianity but feel
compelled to stay. Trapped.
Every individual Christian has to work
out his own salvation. I take this Biblical
phrase to mean that no two persons ever
find themselves in precisely the same
circumstances or possessed with precisely
the same emotional and intellectual propensities. Consequently, no two persons
need be expected to make identical choices,
even in highly similar circumstances.
Any one of the five options for the
Church of Christ liberal outlined in the first
of this paper may be the most appropriate
one for a given person in his unique station
in life. I have to guard against being so
myopic as to feel that every Church of
Christ liberal should renounce sectarianism
for denominationalism. This was the answer

Rabbi Zusya.
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for me. I was never "roughed up" by the
Church of Christ. I never found myself
under pressure from ecclesiastical authorities to recant or leave. I simply came to
the moment of decision in my life when I
had to have an honest answer to the ultimate question, "Who am I, one individual
under God, and how should I invest the
rest of my life?" The answer that I found in
my inmost being was, "You are not really
Church of Christ. Sectarian Christianity
served you well for a while but you have
outgrown it. Your theology and your commitments are no longer Church of Christ.
Why live your life identifying with a cause
that is not your cause and that, moreover,
is restrictive to your cause?"
What is of vital importance to the Church
of Christ liberal is not which of the five
options he embraces, but whether he is
fully insightful into the dynamics involved
in his choice and is able to live comfortably
with them. He needs to look beneath what
meets the eye and tune in the more intimate components of his decision.

the courage to be . . .
Personal change is always painful. One
should never contemplate pulling up roots
or cutting off roots unless he is prepared
for suffering. The Israelites encountered
heavy suffering in the wilderness, and for
years they deliberated whether their decision
to leave the security of Egypt in search of
some promised land was prudent. Paul gave
up his tenure in legalism only with profound
pain. The Pilgrims gave up the security of
the homeland with sadness and second
thoughts. And so it is with the Christian
pilgrim. He is persistently faced with a
choice between retreat into the known security, however tortured, or a leap into
the unknown fraught with pain.
How glib to me now sound those words
of invitation offered by Church of Christ
ministers to denominational people: "Don't
MISSION

let your family stand in the way of your
soul's salvation. If your family has been
denominational for generations and all your
friends are denominational, that should
make no difference. Change!" How facile
are these words when they come from one
who has never himself experienced traumatic change! How great is the anguish of
leaving the familiar, incurring the loss of
respect from friends and launching out
into the deep on one's own!
Pastoral counselors are accustomed to
having couples come for help on what I
will call a "security crisis." The couple may
be living in the same town (or even the
same house) with one set of parents, a
proximity that is nurturing all kinds of
tension and jealousy and resentment, and
thus jeopardizing the marriage. Torn between moving and staying, the couple can
see advantages as .well as disadvantages
either way. If they make no change, all the
marital friction will continue, but so will
all the fringe benefits-free baby sitting,
help and advice at their beck and call;
in short, all the security that comes from
maintaining the status quo . If they move,
they can open their marriage to new and
exciting possibilities, but they also run the
risk of falling on their faces and repairing
home to hear the dreaded words, "I told
you so."
Analogous to this choice is the sect-todenomination change. One voice says, "Better to be a big fish in a small pond than
a small fish in a big pond. You are Somebody in the sect; you will be a Nobody if
you go elsewhere. Avoid the identity crisis
that accompanies tampering with the stabilizing forces of home. blood, soiL and
church." As one of my Church of Christ
ministerial friends remarked when he
learned I was about to leave the Church
of Christ, "How could it possibly be right
to hurt your parents and betray your friends
as you are about to do?" But another voice
implores, "Dare to risk individuation. Stake
your very existence on becoming an independent person under God. Leaving cer(367) 15

tainty and risking uncertainty, dare to become who you truly are.mo

the Lockean trap . . .
Gary Freeman, for my money, is the sharpest satirist in conservative religious circles
today. His caricatures in A Funny Thing
Happened On the Way to Heaven are humorous and incisive. I was especially interested, but not surprised, to see in a chapter
entitled No Exit how he caricatured a Church
of Christ liberal who became a Presbyterian.
"Charles Francis Duncan" is a Church of
Christ minister who goes liberal. His unorthodoxy draws heavy fire from the
conservatives. Eventually he leaves the
Church of Christ and takes a job teaching
high school. He becomes a Presbyterian,
and from this point the plunge to total
depravity is swift. He loses his teaching
job and goes from selling used cars to
selling books door to door to alcoholism.
He expresses his remorse over having left
the Church of Christ in these words:
Happy? How could I be happy? I'm
forty years old. All my people were
members of The True Church far back
as I can remember. The True Church is
all I know. All my life my identity has
been defined in terms of The True
Church. For me the Cartesian principle
reads, "I am a preacher of The True
Church, ergo sum." But what am I now?
Who am I? I find myself lecturing my
eleventh-grade students on the sin of

legalism, for goodness' sake. They don't
know what the dickens I'm talking about.
I have coffee with a faculty member and
find myself refuting the latest editorial
in The Militant Contender . . . I am
sorry I quit. I should have stayed and
let my cup fill up. I should have held
on as long as they permitted. 11
This is the myth about Church of Christ
deserters (option number five) that Church
of Christ reformers (option number one)
would like to believe. The myth is popularly formulated like this: "Sure the Church
of Christ has its faults, but what's the alternative? I would leave, but I know of

Christian faith
is still being perceived
as an intellectual exerclse.

nothing better. There's just no place to go."
Or as one Church of Christ minister worded
the myth, "Once you leave the Lord's
Church, there's no stopping place. It's all
downhill from there."
Doubtlessly, some Church of Christ deserters have become amoral. Some, I
suppose, have lived to regret their decision
to leave. But what is ludicrous to the point
of being sad is the contrived and silly no-

10
Robert Ardrey's Territorial Imperative makes an interesting case for the instinctual nature of man's
desire for an exclusive preserve, his need for a domain in which he feels comfortable and secure. See
Robert Ardrey, The Territorial Imp.erative, A Personal Inquiry into the Animal Origins of Property and
Nations (New York: Dell Publishing Co., 1966). I like Morris L. West's words in Shoes of the Fisherman: "It costs so much to be a full human being that there are very few who have the enlightenment
or the courage to pay the price. One has to abandon altogether the search for security and reach out to
the risk of living with both arms ... One needs a will stubborn to conflict, but apt always to total
acceptance of every consequence of living and dying."
11
Gary Freeman, A Funny Thing Happened ~n the Way to Heaven (New York: Harper and Row,
1969), pp. 64, 66.
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tion that the person who leaves the Church
of Christ inevitably becomes a disillusioned
degenerate. How comforting this myth can
be to the liberal who, for security reasons,
feels bound to the sectarian wheel of fate.
I think I understand now the origin of
the myth. It originates in the syllogism upon
which Church of Christ pride is founded:
1. Christianity is essentially doctrinal. 2.
The Church of Christ alone, of all religious
groups, is doctrinally true to the New Testament. 3. Therefore, true Christianity is
exclusively the property of the Church of
Christ. So long as a Church of Christ liberal
continues to buy the "Christianity is essentially doctrinal" thesis, he will probably buy
the whole package with the "no place to go"
conclusion. But let him find Christianity to
be in its essence not a matter of doctrinal
rightness but a matter of spirituality, as
several Church of Christ deserters of my
acquaintance have found, or, as I discovered, a commitment to loving persons, and
he can spring the rationalistic trap and be
freed from Church of Christ sectarianism.
Church of Christ liberals believe there is
"no exit" largely because Christian faith
is still being perceived as an intellectual
exercise, a matter of arguing doctrines and
organizing one's brain cells correctly. This,
I suspect, is why it is so painfully hard
for the Charles Francis Duncans to be
happy outside sectarianism. The superiority
feelings that their identity as a superior
sectarian gave them are gone. The culture
shock of trying to adjust to a non-Church
of Christ brand of Christianity where organs

12

and orphan homes and other weighty
matters of the faith are not being debated
is too great.

"Man is bound to the wheel of
fate until consciousness of his
God-given power of choice
12
dawns upon him"

My purpose in writing this article obviously
has not been to defend the sectarian liberal
who chooses to stay and reform. That work
I gladly defer to another. I have been there
and know well all the "rather fight than
switch" arguments. I once used them all,
and but for a few twists of fate, I might
still be a reformer today.
Neither does the article purport to be a
definitive analysis of the psychological
factors at work in a Church of Christ liberal.
I offer sections on "the courage to be" and
"the lockean trap" because I believe these
are possibly the two major dynamics informing the liberal's decision to stay or
leave. A lengthier treatment might go into
persecution complex, hostility, guilt, passivity, and other personality variables that may
well be at work in a given sectarian liberal.
[ offer this article simply as one man's
case for leaving sectarianism for denominationalism, a decision that has proved to
be the right one for me.
10

Frances G. Wickes, The Inner World of Choice (New York: Harper and Row, 1963), p. 2.
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TO CLOSE MY EYES
To close my eyes and not let them open
to earless, sin,gle track, monotone
students who seek their own pleasures,

To close my eyes and not let them open
to a twisted precious little black
form of a starving child,

To close my eyes and not let them open
to an "X" or an "R" or a "GP,"

To close my eyes and not let them open
to a church that neither hears nor
cares to hear the lonely lost cries
of starving minds and bellies and morals,

To close my eyes and not let them open
is to sleep a compassionless fit of misunderstanding
closely gripped in the clutches of greed and
covetous ego.

Oh Lord, open my eyes that they may see
and reflect mightily the light of Man.

PAUL THOMAS
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an essay on diversity
in the Christian community.

CAN THE CHURCH BE SAVED?

STEVEN SPIDELL

like a crisis to give
occasion for reflection on the meaning and
purpose of any institution. The present situations of many congregations, and, indeed,
whole brotherhoods of the church, have
already produced quite a bit of response
and reaction, but unfortunately, little
thoughtful consideration. In an effort to
meet the breakdown of the church's meaning and the understanding of her purpose,
two antiphonal chords have been sounded,
resulting not in renewed life and vigor, but
shattering what little harmony was already
present and increasing the polarization within the Christian communities.
We are all too familiar with both of
these responses. The one, seeing the falling
attendance and the apparent lack of
commitment and earnestness of many
"modern" Christians, has sounded the familiar call to return to the "old paths" and
patterns of action which once worked so
THERE IS NOTHING

effectively. The preaching of duty, responsibility, judgment, evangelism, and other
such biblical themes has been pressed with
renewed emphasis in an effort to save a
sinking (or bankrupt) ship.
The other response has been the call to
let the ship sink. If the symbols of the
church's faith are meaningless, as they are
for an increasing number, let the symbols
die, admit they are dead, and press on to
discover wholeness and meaning in the
secular.

the sacred and secular . . .
There is no hope for a reconciliation of
these extreme views in our time. The identity of the sacred and the secular is an
eschatological understanding that has been
lost to the church. This is an understanding that requires a level and intensity of
faith which few can even imagine. It is
a mystery of the greatest depth and opaque-

STEVEN SPIDELL is a Graduate Assistant in the Department of Religion at Miami University in
Oxford, Ohio. He has served as a minister for the Bering Drive Church of Christ in Houston, Texas.
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There is at the heart of the church
a central, meaning-giving person
who provides the foundation of the church
as a community.

ness. It is a hope lost to sight by all but
a handful of visionaries.
Yet, if that were all to be said, this
reflection could end here. Indeed, it
wouldn't even have been worth starting. But
there is another group to be considered.
Not everyone, yet, has joined the camps
of the extremists. And it is to these unhappy, brave folk that we offer this essay.
They too suffer the crisis of faith and meaning. Yet they are not willing to opt for
the easy ways out. They live in the everpresent tension between the demands of
the holy and the demands of the secular
world. They try to love both. Not just the
holy, not just the secular, but the secular
because of the holy and the holy through
the secular. Can the church be saved? This
group holds the key, and it will depend
in large part on their understanding of the
dynamic nature of the community of
Christians. Let us focus, then, on three key
words: Christian, dynamic, community.
We speak, first, of course, of a "Christian," as different from Democratic, Republican, Rotarian or Civic, community. We speak of a community that
recognizes itself, its life, its meaning and
its purpose to be related to the redemptive
act of God in Jesus Christ, and to the person of Jesus himself. The sign and standard
of this specific community is the confession,
"Jesus is Lord." For the Christian community, in the words of Dietrich Bonhoeffer,
Christ is the center.
But it is the mark of our modern time
that that very confession, which must pro20 (372)

vide the focus of meaning, is problematic. In
fact, it is a meaningless statement because
it means so many things to so many
people. "Jesus is Lord" may be said today
in the ·context of conservatism, liberalism,
and even atheism. Do we derive our understanding of that word from the understandings of Jesus himself, the early Jewish
Christians, the early Gentile Christians, the
early Catholics, Augustine, Luther, Barth,
Bultmann or Daniel Berrigan? Or, do we
derive our understanding of it from the
Baptists, the Catholics, the Jesus People
or the Church of Christ?
What we do now with the problematic
nature of the church's confession that "Jesus
is Lord" is of the greatest importance for
the future of our communities. We may
either throw up our hands in total despair,
or we may carefully seek to find meaning
in the mess.
If you are still with me, let's turn to the
next word: dynamic. It is crucial for our
understanding of the church that we realize
that different people mean different things
when they say "Jesus is Lord." What they
mean will be determined by their background, their experiences, their study and
reflection, their self-understanding. Could
we expect it to be otherwise? I think not.
Not so long as we believe that Jesus is
more than an historical figure, but a person
who speaks a word into the soul of every
man. As every man is different, so must the
meaning of Jesus be different. To be sure,
in the words of the writer of Hebrews, Jesus
is "the same, yesterday, today and forever."
But we are people, not gods. And the
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difference must be recognized, as humiliating as that may be.

dynamics of diversity
The church, then, is a dynamic community
because it is diverse-different people, with
different gifts, with different ways of expressing their commitment to the Lord;
different levels of understanding, different
levels of meaning, different and diverse
powers being expended. One of the greatest
challenges for us today lies with whether
we have the faith ( 1) to allow this diversity to exist and to use its tremendous
energy, and (2) to see in that diversity
its common aim and focus.
Which brings us to our last word: community. There is, at the heart of the diversity the power and the very source of that
diversity. There is at the heart of the
church a central, meaning-giving person
who provides the foundation of the church
as a community. The confession "Jesus is

Lord," at its highest meaning, is a confession of the Christian community, who
sense, in their diversity and multiplicity, a
common center and a common focus. We
see, then, that the confession of Jesus is
not a limitation of expression and action,
but the freedom for expression and action
within the community that confesses his
name. Without the community our witness
to society remains diverse and ineffective.
The conscious sense of community grounds
this diversity in a unity which transcends
the multiplicity and enriches its meaning
and power.
Can the church be saved for a meaningful
life together and service to the world? The
answer to that question will be decided
by those courageous souls who admit and
welcome the diversity of human expression
and understanding and are able in spite
of the tension, out of a commitment to the
community, to sense the oneness of their
Ill
source and goal.
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REPORTS

Jerusaletn's
Ecutnenical Institute

DAVID BALCH

THE LULL IN RECENT ecumenical activity
has at least one bright exception: the establishment of the Ecumenical Institute for
Advanced Theological Studies. 1 The idea
was born on October 17, 1963, when
Pope Paul VI received the non-Catholic
observers at the Second Vatican Council in
audience. Two Lutherans in this group,
Professor Skydsgaard of Copenhagen and
Professor 0. Cullmann of Basel and Paris
suggested the establishment of an institute
where scholars from all traditions might

study the history of salvation in the Old and
New Testaments, the history of the people
of God, so that we might begin to comprehend the church of Jesus Christ in her mystery, her historical existence and in her
unity. The Pope expressed great interest in
the idea and at his subsequent meeting with
ecumenical patriarch Athenagoras in J ernsalem in January, 1964, he found a site for
the Institute at Tantur, a hill between and
overlooking both Jerusalem and Bethlehem. 2
There are many places in the world where

IThe plans and hopes for the Institute have been explained in at least five articles. See Paul S.
Minear, "The Church in the World: Jerusalem Ecumenical Institute." Theology Today 28 (1971), pp.
83-89. G. Leclercq, "L'Institute Oecumenique de Jerusalem, 'Mysterium Salutis' ", Les Facultes Catholiques de Lille (Juillet 1971) , pp. 187-192. Robert McAfee Brown, "From - - - to Jerusalem."
Journal of Ecumenical Studies 8 (Winter 1971), pp. 99-102. J.-J. von Allmen, "Debut d'activite a
l'Jnstitut oecumenique de recerches theologiques de Jerusalem," Revue Thcologique de Louvain 3
(1972), p. 374-7. Sherman E. Johnson, "The Ecumenical Institute for Advanced Theological Studies,''
Cowley 43 (June 1972), pp. 11-14.
2 The financial support the Institute has received to date reflects its ecumenical nature. The buildings were made possible by a one and three-quarter million dollar gift from the Catholic layman
I. A. O'Shaughnessy of St. Paul. The library is supported by a $200,000 gift from the Jewish family
of Arie and Ida Crown of Chicago. Then the Rockefeller Foundation gave $1 million to support the
scholars' research over the coming five years. It is the Institute's policy not to accept money from
individual church bodies.
DAVID BALCH is a doctoral student in New Testament at Yale University. He is spending a year
at the Ecumenical Institute for Advanced Theological Studies in Israel.
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Protestants and Catholics may engage in
dialogue, but it is especially in Jerusalem
that the Orthodox (Greek, Russian [Red
and White], Syrian) and the Armenians can
and must also be represented. 3 Jerusalem is
a microcosm of the age-long conflicts within
Christianity. Here one can become neither
unrealistically optimistic nor on the other
hand can one fail to experience the stimulation of Christian fellowship in diversity. Part
of the diversity includes a group of Benedictine monks from Spain who reside in one
wing of the Institute's building, sing their
daily offices in the chapel, and staff the
library.
Another theoretical advantage of the city
is the possibility of dialogue with Jewish and
Muslim scholars. Practically this will be difficult here because of the political situation. 4
Even the attempt at a religious dialogue is
seen by both the Israelis and the Arabs as
placing the Institute on one side or the
other of the political dispute. To date, the
staff and the scholars have dealt well with
these sensitivities.
Having chosen the place, Pope Paul requested Father Theodore Hesburgh, President of Notre Dame University (Indiana)
to take the necessary steps to concretize
the idea. He was able to raise the money and
to convene an Academic Council, composed of outstanding Protestant, Anglican,
Orthodox and Roman Catholic scholars,
who serve as a board of trustees and lay
down guidelines for the Institute. More than
80 academic faculties from 25 various coun-

tries have associated themselves with the
project.
Monseigneur Charles Moeller, UnderSecretary for the Congregation for the
Faith in the Vatican was selected by the
Board to be the Rector of the Institute.
There have been several resident Vice-Rectors, including Professor Paul Minear of
Yale University. At present these are Professor J.-J. von Allmen (Swiss-Reformed)
and Professor Chrysostom Zaphiris (GreekOrthodox).
Finally, on 24-27 September, 1972, the inauguration lectures were held. 5 The theme
was "salvation" as viewed by Catholic, Protestant and Orthodox scholars speaking in
French, English and German. There were
six presentations, each of which received two
critiques from different points of view. J oseph Sittler of Chicago University spoke of
the meaninglessness of the idea of "salvation" for millions of men today. Mgr. Tshibangu, Rector of the University of Zaire
(Congo) , spoke of the positive results of
modern science in Africa, but was criticized
by Western scholars who have grown less
enchanted with this saviour. Raymond Panikkar, Professor in both California and India, dealt with the problem of salvation in
the context of other world religions, asserting that "the different religious traditions
of the world are the normal and ordinary
ways of salvation, willed and provided by
God," a thesis sharply rejected by Professor Schlink of Heidelberg (quoting Romans
1 ) . Cullmann stated his theology in brief

3Jt is generally known that the Orthodox have been very hesitant about ecumenical dialogue. Their
special stress on the eucharist has made all forms of inter-communion impossible. However, it must
also be remembered that every Orthodox church, with the exception of those in the United States,
is in a difficult political situation, under heavy pressure from its state government. This has produced
their defensive posture, an anxiety that change would make their people uncertain. Despite these
difficulties, they participate in the World Council of Churches and some Orthodox scholars reside at
the Institute.
4The Institute is located in territory which did belong to Jordan's West Bank until the 1967 war,
but has now been "legally" annexed to Jerusalem.
5The building has taken four years to construct, two more than orginally hoped. But at the inauguration, Mayor Kollek of Jerusalem presented the architect, Professor Francesco Montana of Notre
Dame University, with an award, citing the building's exceptional design and its appropriateness for
the hills of Jerusalem.
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form, stressing God's Plan, rejecting the
accusation that he is simply a "conservative", and adding the intriguing suggestion
that God has continued the "history of salvation" into the present. Vitaly Borovoy,
Russian Orthodox representative in Geneva,
although unable to be present, presented in
his paper his church's claim to be a voice
of early Christianity, 6 its stress on the ontological character of salvation, its teachings
of universalism (stressing I Cor. 15:28),
synergism, and the deification of man, all
uncomfortable doctrines for present, Western, Reformation theologians. Finally Yves
Congar, said to be responsible for almost
half the new ideas at Vatican II, used the
Old Testament to stress the social-political
elements of salvation, and when this was
objected to by the Orthodox respondent
Panayotis Christou of Thessalonica, Congar
was supported by the leading German,
Catholic New Testament scholar Rudolf

Schnackenburg (who cited Jesus' preaching
of the Kingdom of God) .
This sketch of the addresses and critiques
at the Inauguration 7 can be taken as an example of the kind of discussion which will
occur at the Institute in the context of worshiping, living and eating together. It should
prove stimulating and healthy for the
churches and the participating individuals.
I cannot help but wonder what the address would have been like had a member
of the Church of Christ presented our view
of salvation, and then what the critique
would have been. Such discussions would
certainly be very stimulating for us.
The Institute has rooms for 40 single
scholars and 10 apartments for families.
Residents will include both younger scholars pursuing doctoral research and professors on sabbatical leave. [For information
write Miss Margery Turnbull, P. 0. Box
Ill
19556, Jerusalem, Israel.]

GSee G. Florowsky, "The E astern Orthodox Church and the Ecumenical Movement," Theology Today 7 (1950), pp. 68-79.
•There will be another report on the Inauguration in the interesting journal Christian News from
Israel .

. . . one of the problems perennially bedeviling the Judea-Christian encounter has been the fact that
there has been too much rather than too little brotherhood. After all, the first brothers were fated
to become murdered and victim. As long as we regard each other as rival brothers, we may be
under the terrible temptation to slaughter each other. There is sorrow in calling Paul my brother. He
is my brother; his contemporary followers are also my brothers. Regrettably, because we are brothers, we may never be quit of Cain's temptation.
Richard L. Rubenstein, My Brother Paul (1972)
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Seedpicker's Notebook

As they went along the road, they came to some water, and the
eunuch said, "See, here is water! What is to prevent my being baptized?" And Phillip said, "Well, ah, you see, uh, it's like this: this
is Caucasian water. If we stay on this road for a couple of more
days, we'll be in a town with an Ethiopian baptistry."

* * *
A teen-ager is an adult for whom there is still hope.

* * *
Did Paul know he was writing scripture?
Did Barnabas know he wasn't?

* * *
RESOLVED:
False Teeth are Mechanical Instruments of Music.

* * *
When the prodigal son returned home, he sat with his friends
under the eyes of his loving father and his jealous elder brother
and ate the fatted calf.
When prodigals return home now, we sit with our friends under
the eyes of the Loving Father and eat the Elder Brother.
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REVIEWS

ROBERT

My Half of the Apple

ELIZABETH BENNETT

DEAR MRS. ANDREWS:
I had just finished reading Your Half of the Apple: God and the Single Girl (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1972, 159 pp., $3.95) when I caught myself reaching for the phone to try to call you.
(Fortunately for my pocketbook, the overseas operator was unable to locate your phone number!)
You see, my half of the apple had been rather
wormy, and your book was the "germicide" I so
desperately needed. I wanted to thank you personally.
When Bob Marshall wrote asking me to review
your book, he said "I know of no one who could
give this a more lively discussion than you." This
was said because he knows me so well and has
known my frustration as a single Christian. He
was pretty sure, too, that I would take your book
apart-for praise or burial-page by page! Being
the cocky creature I am, I sat down and prepared
an introduction about Women's Lib and "modem
society" even before I received the book, thinking
it would simply be a Christian-slanted response to
Helen Gurley Brown's Sex and the Single Girl.

What a pleasant, and I might add, shocking surprise: it was not another dreary book about being
God's little sunbeam and spreading sweetness and
light. To the contrary, you start us thinking abou.t
our needs in terms of the great and glorious God
who alone knows our potential and usefulness, be
it as a married woman with children and home or
as a single woman with nothing between herself
and the Lord.
How refreshing and encouraging it has been to
read a "religious" book written by a Christian
woman who really and truly understands-in fact
knows from first-hand experience-what it is like
to be a woman and a Christian and single all at
the same time! So often we single female Christians have been deluged with volumes of well-intentioned works written by happily married, children-and-home-and-husband women-or ministers
or Catholic priests. Where was the tell-it-like-it-is
factual realism which truly represented our hunger
and aloneness and desire and self-recrimination
and anxiety? Apparently the Lord more than understood our plight (should that be so surprising?),
for he saw fit to work through you in your writ-

ELIZABETH BENNETT is both single and an intelligent and sensitive Christian. She became a Christian three years ago, and since then, has known the tremendous joys and the struggles of life in Christ.
Until recently she was both an educator and an administrative secretary for a national executive training corporation. In her spare time she reads extensively and writes for such varying publications as
MISSION and McCALLS.
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ing of this excellent and timely book. (Thank you,
Lord, for encouraging Mrs. Andrews in her work
and for seeing fit to use her to help so many
others.)
If I had to pinpoint one aspect of your book
which hit home the hardest, it would have to be
your method of presentation which immediately
eliminated our fears of "Oh no! Not another.... "
You start out by asking, "So you want to get
married?" and then proceed to take the part of
us unmarried Christian women by answering,
"What a question! Who doesn't?" Your response
to that, which reads in part:
" ... let's admit one thing: most women want
marriage, but some won't make it. There are a
variety of reasons ... 109 women to every 100
men .... What's a Christian girl going to do?
How is she going to act-and react? ..."
sets the tone for the remainder of the book. And
quite a tone it is!
By taking both sides (that of the frustrated,
marriage-minded single Christian and that of the
narrator who really knows the truth and can tell
it like it is) you let a11 the air out of our tires before we have a chance to refute, rebuke, or laugh.
You know our responses before we do, because
you've been there, and you put our responses in
print and handle them in a no-nonsense style. Ever
so gently, yet firmly, you show us singles how we
often go about attracting the wrong men in the
wrong way through misleading, suggestive dress
or talk, or an urgency which may lead us into the
bedroom before we get to the altar. You caution
us, too, about attitude and how we must do more
than just wait for Mr. Right to come along. You
show us why we must reach out to many different
kinds of people-not just single men-so that we
may develop ourselves as Christians in accordance
with God's plan for us.
But above all, the thing you do so graciously
and beautifully is lead us to an individual confrontation with the Lord. You help us realize our
priorities of discovering what God is really like
and what he thinks about each one of us. And,
best of all, you help us open our hearts and minds
to be more aware and receptive of (lad's goal for
our lives, not our own selfish goals. Yes, we do
indeed have free will, but it is so much more
meaningful to have our will coincide with the
Lord's.

MISSION

In the eloquent Foreword, Dr. Francis Schaeffer writes about our present society and mores:
... It is easy to be infiltrated (unwittingly)
by ... new attitudes simply because we are surrounded by such a united voice concerning
them ... that what is right is what the average
of a certain society is doing ... at that given
moment .... We must have courage to accept
the fact that our culture has become Sodom and
Gomorrah .... It will take more than some romantic, half-hidden presentation to meet this
infiltration .... We must be as tough fibered as
... the prophets, who under the inspiration of
the Holy Spirit spoke with frankness and firmness ... amidst the moral breakdown of their
day .... If there is to be an answer to The Sensuous Woman ... we must have the courage to
speak as the prophets spoke. And speak we
must, or we are unfaithful to the Scripture, unfaithful to the wounded world which surrounds
us . . . .
You, Mrs. Andrews, have spoken as the prophets spoke. To those of us who have confessed and
been baptized in the Lord you have brought us
full front to face the meaning of our second life
as single Christian women. Our Lord, who is Creator and Savior and Ruler of all things, is certainly
also capable of filling our unmarried lives with
more love and attention and direction and fulfillment than any mortal man possibly could.
Sublimation? Not at all. Escapism? Hardly. For
there are many single Christian women who will
marry one day. Yet, as you say, "But then, as
now, may your relationship with the Lord Jesus
Christ remain your top priority. It is for this we
were made, and no other relationship can ever
completely fill all our needs all the time." To this,
I say, "AMEN."
For having desired and hungered and "suffered"
as we singles do, for having stamped your feet
and cried out loud for a man to share your life,
for having shared with us your single years and
now your widowhood, for having the courage to
speak as the prophets spoke and put us back in
line, may God bless you, Mrs. Andrews, and keep
you ever in his loving care.
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The Occult Revolution
(Part Two)

The Occult Revolution by Richard Woods (Herder
& Herder, 1971). 240 pp. $6.50.
Richard Woods is a Dominican priest who teaches
philosophy at Loyola University in Chicago. He
has presented us with one of the very best studies
of the occult. As the title suggests, Woods sees
our current situation as nothing less than a "revolution." He states in his introduction that the present rise of occultism is a "religious response to the
impact of technological change in the face of failure of the churches to provide acceptable values
for belief and commitment." He offers his book as
a "Christian meditation" which attempts to account for the revolution and its theological significance regarding the shape and meaning of Christian life in the future.
Although the book makes no claim to being a
history of occultism, Woods exhibits an excellent
knowledge of the historical antecedents to our
present day and constantly brings in relevant material. This is one of the values of the book.
He touches on practically every person and subject of the occult world: Jeanne Dixon, Edgar
Cayce, Pike and Ford, LaVey, J. B. Rhine, music
and art, the counter culture, eastern religions, astrology, divination. The book is truly rich in material and well researched.
Woods is not a fundamentalist and offers criticism of the prejudicial relegation of all occultism
to "the devil" which one encounters in many evangelical treatments. Yet he does take seriously the
dangers of occultism.
He writes in a style that is not overly serious
and is frequently amusing. His book comes across
better as a delightful narrative journey than as a
serious thesis.
Woods feels that the importance of occultism is
in what it portents. To him we are dealing with
the beginnings of a whole new understanding of
man's abilities and his place in the cosmos-a
changing of the ages. Like every revolution it is
filled with potential for both good and evil directions for the future. We must cast off the dual
yoke of superstition and subservience to modern
science and replace it with a kind of "sheer openness." The reality of the revolution cannot be
denied.
The Occult Explosion by Nat Freedland (Putnam's
Sons, 1972). 270 pp. $6.95.
Freedland's book is a popular account of the back-
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ground and present manifestations of the "explosion" of all branches of occult lore. Rather than
giving us some serious analysis of the sociological
meaning of occultism-or making a moral or religious statement about its proper place-Freedland
simply tells us what is happening. For one who
wants to keep up with the current scene this is the
book. Living on the West coast, Freedland tends
to reflect the bizarre variety of that part of the
country, yet what he describes is certainly not confined to California despite all jokes about "the
land of fruit and nuts." What he describes is
clearly a national phenomena and appears to be
the wave of the future.
Freedland writes as one who is convinced of the
reality of occult phenomena. He has a chapter
called "More Than Superstition" and another
"Toward a Scientific Theory of the Occult." Yet
one of his most helpful chapters is entitled "What
You Can and (Probably) Can't Fake in Occult
Phenomena." In this chapter he shows that many
of the so-called psychic phenomena are simply
tricks performed through various gimmicks. He
even gives the addresses where the paraphernalia
can be purchased. The book offers us here and
there some history of the occult prior to our day,
but mostly it dwells on what is happening currently. The best way to summarize the book is to
say it includes just about everything.
Freedland's style is very colorful and "breezy."
The book is very readable and contains a useful
index.
A World Beyond by Ruth Montgomery (Coward,
McCann & Geoghegan , 1971). 206 pp. $5.95.
A World Beyond is rather an unusual book in that
it claims to be written by the late and famous medium, Arthur Ford, since his death. It was on the
best seller lists for months. (Presumably there was
a question as to whether to list it as fiction or nonfiction!) For the skeptical, the authoress is Ruth
Montgomery, the well-known writer in the area of
the psychic (A Gift of Prophecy, Here and Hereafter and A Search for the Truth). The book contains a series of messages received by Ruth Montgomery in fifteen-minute sessions from January 4
to May 7, 1971. They were given through "automatic writing." Presumably Author Ford was thus
"writing" the book. The purpose of the messages
and the subsequent book is to give a clear and detailed picture of just what happens at death, what
life on the "other side" is like, if there is a judgment, what man's purpose is, and so forth. Thus,
in a very real sense it is a religious presentation
of a cosmic view of man and his place in the
universe.
The reason the book is included in this review
is because it offers a very clear and representative
view of the afterlife as viewed by many psychicsJUNE,
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including reincarnation and how it functions. It is
so typical of literally dozens of other works that
touch on what it is like after death and uses evidence from seances and psychic trances. It appears to be the view of a rapidly increasing number of people. It is a kind of "theology" of the
psychic movement.
The obvious differences between what this book
presents and the biblical picture of death and
man's purpose are clear. In fact, the book contains sections where "Ford," who was an ordained
Disciples of Christ minister, clearly states that the
conservative Christians have trouble adjusting
after death because they see no God or Jesus
Christ or angels or harps. Yet "Ford" claims to be
presenting a world-view that is "Christian" but not
fundamentalist or biblically literal.
Obviously Ruth Montgomery writes as a dedicated "believer" and her book is a kind of proclamation of the religious faith of the psychic
world.

Satan is Alive and W ell on Planet Earth by Hal
Lindsey with C. C. Carlson (Zondervan, 1972).
pb. 254 pp. $2.25.
Author Hal Lindsey (The Late Great Planet Earth)
appears to have "done it again." His book on
Satan is already a top seller. And, as with his
former book on eschatology, the recent work on
Satan is finding a good market among the public
as a whole as well as among conservative evangelical readers. Lindsey is a strong fundamentalist and,
having studied at Dallas Theological Seminary,
generally holds to a dispensationalist view of the
scriptures.
The book is written in a very readable and
catchy style-subtitles such as "Psyched Out in
Russia," "Look Inward, Angel," and "From Moses
to Myth," are found throughout. The book as a
whole might be classed as a popular presentation
of the dispensationalist "theology of the devil" in
the light of the current occult revival. Lindsey
therefore covers the areas of the origin of Satan,
how Satan works in human history, guilt, sin, and
salvation as well as the current scene including
James Pike, Arthur Ford, psychic research, Jeanne
Dixon, neo-Pentecostalism, demon possession and
witchcraft. In one sense he is interpreting the modern rise of occultism in the light of his understanding of the biblical doctrine of Satan and his work.
Lindsey fully accepts the reality of occult phenomena-he does not think they are all superstition or fraud. He concludes that all psychic or occult manifestations are from the devil and are
caused in time-space history by the objective actions of Satan and his demons.
One very interesting section of the book is chapter 8 in which he discusses Jeanne Dixon in great
MISSION

detail. He tells how he prayed for an interview
with her and God granted it "through an incredible set of circumstances." With a touch of regret
he recounts for the reader why he finally concluded that she too receives her powers from the
devil and is thus a false prophetess.
His treatment of the question of modern day
"gifts of the Holy Spirit" as manifested in the current charismatic groups is somewhat more
guarded. He does not say that all such manifestations are from Satan, but rather warns against
the very real possibility of Satanic deception.
The book is representative of a growing number of fundamentalist believers. Yet because of its
widespread sales it is too often being received as
the official statement of conservative Christians
in general.
Christianity and the Occult by J. Stafford Wright
(Moody, 1971). pb. 160 pp. $.75.
In many ways this book should be seen as the further working out of the biblical view of man as
presented in Wright's former book (Man, Mind
and the Spirits). Here the author seeks to face
more directly the question of how the Christian
should know the occult.
After giving a concise sketch of his understanding of the biblical teaching about Satan and his
demons, Wright considers the question of whether
there is a difference between the psychic and the
occult. He is using "psychic" in the sense of "apparent nonphysical, yet human powers that emerge
under certain conditions." This might include such
areas as telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition,
mental powers of healing, or water divining. The
term "occult," on the other hand, suggests actual
contact with spirit powers in consulting the dead,
receiving spirit messages, etc. Of cnurse the two
can overlap. Yet is a distinction to be made? He
entitles his eighth chapter "Psychic Without Occult" in which he explores this question. He concludes that Christians should not consider any
psychic phenomena as coming from the devil. Yet
he does accept the objective reality of demonic activity and even possession as manifested in occultism. He warns against Christians becoming involved in such practices that are forbidden in the
Bible. His tenth chapter is one of the clearest
available on the question of just what the Bible
forbids.
Although the book is small and not intended to
be an exhaustive, scholarly treatment of the whole
subject, Wright is very well qualified by his extensive studies in the area and presents a balanced
and well reasoned approach to modern occultism
from the standpoint of a conservative Christian.
}AMES TABOR
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INhat and So INhat

need today for those in the
church to love the church. At least that is what
everyone is saying and I would like to add my
voice to the chorus. But rhetoric empty of action
is like salt without its savor-really not worth
much.
So what do we mean when we say there is
a great need to love the church? Is not to love
the church to love the people of God? Is it
not to love our brothers and sisters? Is it not
to love all others who, like ourselves, are trying
to be followers of Christ, sharing his message
with fellow strugglers caught up in the human
predicament? Is not love within the church
to so fill us that we are able to aggressively
love the world? Can not our love for one
another become a window through which the
world might catch a glimpse of the love and
purpose of God for all men?
The problem so manifest today is that too
often loving the church is construed to mean
loving a particular party within the church. Or
sometimes it is used to mean loving a system of
thought or a particular theological method. Or
sometimes it just means loving a certain set of
traditions. What idols we erect and call the
truth and tum them into barriers between us.
The tragic flaw with such views is that they
confuse the loving of things with the loving of
people. It places a priority on ideas rather than
on persons. The result of all this is often a
fusilade of theological bullets directed against
people, and the battle is o~, being waged under
the guise of love for the church (the church
being some doctrinal abstraction far removed
from the concrete reality of individual Christians
drawn into community by the grace of God for
the purpose of service to man in the name of
Christ). Will there never be a ceasefire in this
religious civil war?
I, for one, will not roll up the Bible and
use it as a weapon to pummel and pound other
seekers of truth. I would hope we could love

THERE IS A GREAT
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from the editor

one another and in that context discuss the issues
rather than loving the issues and discussing the
people. Let us allow the light of God to be
refracted through all the diverse personalities of
his people and then it may indeed penetrate
the diverse dark nooks and crannies of our
world.

*

*

*

On the way to the fulfillment of such a hope may
I suggest that the church begin to be what it is.
We are the body of Christ so let us be
Christ to our neighbors. We are heralds
of the good news of Christ so let us tell that
good news in word and deed to those who have
not experienced the presence of God. We are the
community who breaks down barriers which
separate people so let us act in positive, concrete
ways to be agents of reconciliation in a world
of strife. We are priests of God so let us become
bridge builders in a world of alienation. We
are a community redeemed by divine righteousness so let us work for human justice in a world
of inequality. We are followers of the servant of
men so let us again take up the towel and begin
to wash feet. We are the community of the
divine presence where God makes men new so
let us open our lives to the Holy Spirit and look
for the work Christ is doing today.
When we really begin to be what we are
one wonders if civil war would not simply disappear for lack of time and interest. Certainly
it's a possibility.
If that is true, then it might be interesting
and worthwhile to look at all of these things
I have mentioned, but from a different perspective. If we are not being what we are, then
maybe we are not what we assume, i.e., the
body of Christ.
Rather than answering with our rhetoric the
question, "What is the church of Christ?" let
us answer with our lives the question, "When
is the church of Christ?" I am full of hope.
VLH
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MISSION
P. 0. Box 2822
Abilene, Texas 79604

FORUM
Politics and religion

Bibles for the blind

I enjoyed reading MISSION up to the first of the
year. As for me, we don't need Mr. Hughes' articles on politics. MISSION should be and was a religious magazine.
THEODORE A. GARNER
Searcy, Arkansas

The Holland Street Church of Christ in San Marcos, Texas has available cassette tapes of most of
the New Testament, which are available without
charge to any person who would like to hear the
Bible read aloud. Particularly we suppose that
those who are blind or partially so might appreciate these tapes. Unless they own or can purchase
a cassette player it might be that the local church
could furnish the recorder.
We hope to use these tapes as a rotating library
so that we might, for example, send Romans and
Hebrews to a person, then when they are returned,
send First and Second Corinthians.
Either the San Marcos church may be contacted
or requests can be sent directly to me.
ELTON ABERNATHY
S. W. T. S. U.
San Marcos, Texas

Editorial Note: MISSION is a religious journal
which seeks to deal with issues which we confront
as Christians in the reality of today's world. Mr.
Hughes' articles (MISSION, March and April, 1973)
are essentially concerned with one of the oldest
problems among God's people-the problem of
idolatry, regardless of what form it takes.

Uncensored
I have enjoyed reading MISSION for several years
and I appreciate your boldness in attacking sacred
cows and allowing sincere protection of golden
cows. In other words, you are relatively uncensored. There is virtue in this.
I would encourage each staff member and person associated with MISSION to steadfastly seek the
face of God concerning every sentence printed. I
shall do so with you for His name's sake, and for
the sake of those who read as well as publish.
MIKE ROTH
Columbus, Ohio
MISSION

MISSION Forum is devoted to comments from
those whose insights on various matters differ.
Letters submitted for publication must bear the
full name and address of the writer. Letters
under 300 words will be given preference. All
letters are subject to condensation. Address your
letters to The Editor, MISSION, Suite 624, Twin
Towers South, 8585 N. Stemmons Expressway,
Dallas, Texas 75247.
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